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Instructions for teachers and facilitators
As we all are very well aware about the fact that owing to the outbreak of Covid-19
virus and pandemic, the schools were formally almost closed during the last two academic
year and the actual classroom teaching and learning could not take place. In the current
academic year, however, schools will restart regularly. During the last academic year, various
efforts had been made by the state government to impart education to the students through
both online and offline modes.
As a part of this, the Revised Bridge Course was prepared by the State Council of
Educational Research and Training, Maharashtra, Pune with the dual objective of revision of
students’ study and the pre-preparation of student to undergo the syllabus for the new
academic year. It has been decided to give the available bridge course to the students in a
restructured form before the start of the academic year 2022-23.
The following are the detailed instructions for teachers and facilitators in this regard.
1. The bridge course in the restructured format has a total duration of 30 days.
2. Restructured Bridge Course (Setu Abhyas) is based on previous syllabus and is a link
between previous syllabus and current syllabus.
3. Bridge Course (Setu Abhyas) has been prepared in a reorganized form, class wise. It deals
with the learning outcomes and basic competencies prescribed in the previous class textbook
and based on the components of the textbook.
4. This restructured and reorganized Bridge Course includes component and sub-component
wise worksheets. The worksheets have been prepared keeping in view the study findings.
5. The structure of Bridge Course worksheet in restructured form is as follows
1 - Title of the unit,
2 - Learning Outcome- Exactly what the student is going to learn.
3 - Learning Activities / Learning Experience
4 - The Solved Activities
5 - Some Examples for Practice, Few questions / activities / exercises to be given to
see that students understand the concept or not.
6 - For a better and stronger understanding of the concept Complementary and
parallel activities
6. This course will be very important for the students to understand exactly what they have
learned in the previous academic year, to test it and for the students to understand the
curriculum for the next class.
7. Teachers and / facilitators should make every student to learn and study this Bridge course
as per day wise plan.
8. Pay attention to the fact that the student will solve each task in a given worksheet on his /
her own, help the students wherever necessary.
9. Research Department, SCERT, Maharashtra, Pune will be conducting Pre and Post test for
the said Bridge Course.
Best wishes to all the children for the successful completion of this Bridge Course!

Instructions for Students
Dear students, due to pandemic, for the last two academic years you continued
your learning and education through online and in various digital modes. This
Revised Bridge Course has been prepared for you with the objective of reviewing the
previous year's syllabus at the beginning of the present academic year and helping
you to prepare for the current year's syllabus.
1. The bridge course lasts for a total of 30 days.
2. The bridge course will help you to understand exactly what you have learned in the
previous academic year and to understand the important concepts of the syllabus for
the next class.
3. This bridge course should be studied on a day-to-day basis.
4. It consists of day-to-day worksheets. You are expected to solve the worksheet on
your own as per the given plan.
5. Seek the help of a teacher, parent or siblings wherever required for solving the
worksheet.
6. Seek the help of teachers, parents or siblings to understand the part that is not
understood or seems difficult.
Best wishes to you all for the successful completion of this Bridge Course!

Index
Day

Learning outcomes

Content

1 Listens and follows the instructions.

Listen, repeat and enact.

2 Listen and follows instructions.
Respond appropriately to the chain of instructions.

Activity Time

3 Listen and follows instructions.
Activity time
Listen to the instructions and draw a picture or do different actions.
4 Reads and understands familiar words at sight.

Reading time

5 Writes all letters correctly and proportionately

Let's write

6 Makes simple enquiries and polite requests and communicate their
personal needs and feelings

Let's learn new things.

7 Reads and understands familiar words at sight.

Reading time

8 Writes all letters correctly and proportionately.

Let's write

9 Recites, sings and enjoys listening to songs, rhymes with action.

Let's enjoy the song.

10 Speaks about themselves.

Let's speak about self.

11 Reads and understands familiar words at sight.

Reading time

12 Write all letters and words with proper space.

Let's write

13 Participate in short conversations.

Answering the questions.

14 Reads and understands familiar words at sight.

Reading time

15 Express their personal needs and feelings
Uses stock of expressions in face to face interactions and the
classroom or in the surroundings

Let's Speak

16 Participate in short conversations.

Let's talk to a friend.
(Telephonic Communication)

17 Reads and understands familiar words at sight.

Reading time

18 Writes a few words, phrases, shorts sentences in response to poems Let's write
and stories.
19 Listen carefully and repeats words, phrases and sentences.
Listen to the short text read by teacher.

Know the occupation.

20 Reads and understands familiar words at sight.

Reading time

21 Compose and writes simple short sentences with space between
words and letters.

Let's write

22 Uses preposition like before /after etc.

Let's Speak

23 Speaks about themselves
Uses pronouns related to gender like his/her, he/she/it and other
pronoun like this/that….

Giving self-information.

24 Participate in short conversations.

Conversation between friends.

25 Identifies and tells numbers up to 20.

Let’s count.

26 Identifies different shapes, sizes, colours, weight, texture …

World of shapes.

27 Uses stock of expressions in face to face interactions and the
classroom or in the surroundings.

Let's Speak

28 Narrates story with the help of pictures or clue.

Story time

29 Understands sequences of stories and events.

Story time

30 Listen for various purposes.

Activity time.

Day:-1
1. Title:-Listen, repeat and enact.

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Listens and follows the instructions.
3. Learning Activity/Experience:The learner listens carefully all the instructions by the facilitator and follows
them.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Listen, say, enact and follow after your facilitator.
You put your right hand in,
You put your right hand out,
You shake your right hand all about.
You put your left foot in,
You put your left foot out,
You shake your left foot all about.

5. Practice:Listen carefully the instructions and follow.

Put your hand on your head.
Give me your red pencil.
Jump like a frog.
Come here, clean the black-board

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Make a pair with your friend and play the game of ‘Follow my instructions’.
(Use the following instructions)








Touch your toes.
Cry like a baby.
Fly like the parrot.
Go there and close the door.
Open your book page number 20.
Count the chairs.
Hop like the rabbit.

Day:-2
1. Title:-Activity time.

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Listen and follows instructions.
Respond appropriately to the chain of instructions.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:-

Listen to the instructions carefully and do as I do.
Sit down.

Hop on one leg

Stand up.

Turn around

Hop on two legs

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher demonstrates each action and students follow teacher.

5. Practice:-

Listen to the instructions carefully and act only when I say ‘please’
Please sit down.

Please stand up.

Turn around

Hop on two legs

Please hop on one

Please turn around

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Use the following words and conduct the above activity with children.
walk

run

jump

clap

tap

bend down

Day-3
1.

Title:-Activity time.

2.

Learning Outcome(s)/Competency
Statement(s):Listen and follows instructions.
Listen to the instructions and draw a picture or do different actions.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:-

Learn the opposite action words.
Pull

push

throw

catch

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Listen carefully, observe and follow and do as I do.

Push the desk.

Pull the chair.

Throw the ball.

Catch the ball.

5. Practice:Listen and do.
Teacher gives instructions.
Pushthe
desk.

Pull the
chair.

Throw
the ball.

Catch the
ball.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Work in pair and do the actions.
Go out, come in.

Turn left, turn right.

Pull the desk, push the desk.

Open your eyes,

Sit down,

Throw the ball,

Close your eyes.

Stand up.

Catch the ball.

Day:-4
1. Title:-Reading Time

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Reads and understands familiar words at sight.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Learns to read the words with sound ‘a’.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Look at the picture and read the words.

5. Practice:Match the word with the picture.

Look, listen, repeat and read.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:-

Find odd word out.
cat

fat

sat

cup

fan

man

non

ran

bag

sir

tag

rag

cap

tap

top

lap
Day:-5

1. Title:-Let’s write.

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Writes all letters correctly and proportionately.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Remember the letters and write.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Write first letter of the picture’s in it.

5. Practice:Write the first letter of the picture in it.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Draw different pictures and write the first letter of the picture in it.

Day:-6
1. Title:- Let's learn new things.

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Makes simple enquiries and polite requests and communicate their personal
needs and feelings.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Classroom conversation: - listen, repeat, learn and use.
A:-what is it?
B:-It’s a…..
A:- How do you spell it?
B:-…………

A:-Is it yours?
B:-No, it’s not mine.

A:-Is it yours?
B:-Yes, it’s mine.
Thank you so much!

Classroom objects-

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:A:-What is it?
B:-It’s a pen.
A:-How will you spell it?
B:- P-E-N

5. Practice:Do pair work and practice question and answers.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:-

Use the following objects and practise the above sentence in pairs.

Day:- 7
1. Title:-Reading Time

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Reads and understands familiar words at sight.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Learns to read the words with sound ‘e’.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Look at the picture and read the words.

5. Practice:-

Match the word with the picture.

Look, listen, repeat and read.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Find odd word out.

Day:-8
1. Title:-Let’s write

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Writes all letters correctly and proportionately.
3. Learning Activity/Experience:Trace the letters in four lines.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Trace the letters correctly.

5. Practice:Write capital A-Z and small a-z on four lines.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:-

Day:- 9
1. Title:- Let's enjoy the song.

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Recites, sings and enjoys listening to songs, rhymes with action.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Listen carefully, repeat after me and do as I do.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:-

Listen and sing the poem with action.

5. Practice:-

Listen it on Diksha app and practice for perfect pronunciation and intonation.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Match the pair.
birds

jump

frog

swim

duck

fly

dogs

walk

bunnies

run

horses

hop

Day:- 10
1. Title:- Let's speak about self.

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Speaks about themselves.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Let’s speak in English

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Listen carefully.
Teachertalks about self in front of learners.

1. Practice:Talk about yourself using given points.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Introduce yourself in front of class.
Day:-11
1. Title:-Reading Time

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Reads and understands familiar words at sight.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Learns to read the words with sound ‘i’.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Look at the picture and read the words.

5. Practice:Match the word with the picture.

Look, listen, repeat and read.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Match the rhyming words.

pin

lick

clip

bit

fit

did

big

hill

fill

fig

kid

hit

sit

slip

kick

tin

Day:- 12
1. Title:-Let’s write

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Write all letters and words with proper space.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Look, read and copy the words with proper space in four lines notebook.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Read the words aloud and copy them in your notebook.
am, an, as, at

5. Practice:Practise the set of words in four lines notebook.
on, or, of

be, me, he,
we

no, so, go ,to, do

is, in, it, if

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Read aloud the words and copy the words in your four lines notebook.
all, ball, call, fall, hall, tall, wall
ill, bill, till, fill, hill, mill, will
Best, rest, nest,west, test, chest
Day:- 13
1. Title:- Answering the questions.

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Participate in short conversations.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:A:-What are you doing?
B:-I am.............

Reading, writing, dancing, watching TV, painting,
playing, singing, listening music, drawing a cat,

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Student repeats the question and answer.
A:-What are you doing?
B:-I am reading.

5. Practice:Observe the cards and practise the conversation.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Look at the card and tell what Mickey Mouse is doing?

Day:-1 4
1. Title:-Reading Time
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Reads and understands familiar words at sight.
3. Learning Activity/Experience:Learns to read the words with sound ‘o’.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Look at the picture and read the words.

5. Practice:Match the word with the picture.

Look, listen, repeat and read.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Draw lines and match the rhyming words.

dog

toy

top

boy

not

hot

pot

hop

pop

joy

fog

fox

log

Boxbox

Day-15
1. Title:- Let's Speak

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Express their personal needs and feelings
Uses stock of expressions in face to face interactions and the classroom or in the
surroundings

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Listen and repeat and use.

I want to…...
yes you may

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Students repaeat the sentences and learns the new words.
Teacher says and students repeats.
 I want to play.Yes, you may.
 I want to go out, yes you may.
 I want to play. Yes, you may.
 I want to read. Yes, you may.
 I want to eat a mango. Yes, you may.
 I want to sleep. Yes, you may.

5. Practice:Ask learners to speak in pair or in group about what he/she want to….
Students practice it in pairs.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Copy the sentence in four lines notebook

Day:-16
1. Title:- Let's talk to a friend. (Telephonic Communication)
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Participate in short conversations.
3. Learning Activity/Experience:Telephonic Communication
A:-May I speak to…….?
B:- Sure, just a minute.

A:-Hello. This is ……., Is this…….?
B:- Yes, it is
4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Listen, repeat and enact.
Teacher helps to complete the sentences.
5. Practice:Work in pair and practise the conversation.
6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Practice the following dialogues.

Day:-17
1. Title:-Reading Time

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Reads and understands familiar words at sight.
3. Learning Activity/Experience:Learns to read the words with sound ‘u’.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Look at the picture and read the words.

5. Practice:Match the word with the picture.

Look, listen, repeat and read.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Read aloud and match the same words.

Day:- 18
1. Title:-Let’s write

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Writes a few words, phrases, shorts sentences in response to poems and stories.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Write letters correctly.
Listen to the poem animal song and copy the words in your notebook.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Write the name of the pictures.

5. Practice:Listen to the word and write its first letter.
hen

cat

sheep

kite

bear

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Write the rhyming words from the poem.

Day-19
1. Title:-Know the occupation.

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Listen carefully and repeats words, phrases and sentences.
Listen to the short text read by teacher.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Look, listen and repeat.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Listen carefully, observe the pictures and answer the questions.
“Who is he/she?”

5. Practice:Listen and put a tick if the sentence is correct and a cross if it is wrong.
 I am a mechanic, I repair machines.
 I am a singer, I sing sweet songs.
 I am a cook, I cook tasty food.
 I am a manager, I work in office.
 I am antraffic police, I directs traffic.
 I am a carpenter, I make wooden furniture.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Read the text aloud.
I am a…

I use

I am a

I am a

I use

I use

I am a

I am a

I use

,Iuse

Day:-20
1. Title:-Reading Time

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Reads and understands familiar words at sight.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Look, listen and repeat and read.
big

this

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Look, listen and read with me.

5. Practice:Read in a loud voice.

my

is

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Read and complete the sentence orally.
Umbrella
………

……………..

………

…………….

………………

……… ……… ……… ……… ……………
Van
………

……………..

………

……

………

………

………….

..………

……… ……… ……………

school
………

……………..

………

…………….

……… ……… ………

………………
……….………

Day:-21
1. Title:-Let’s write

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Compose and writes simple short sentences with space between words and
letters.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:-

Read the words, then complete the sentences and copy them in your notebook

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Look, listen, repeat and write.

5. Practice:-

Look at the above pictures, Read the words, then complete the sentences and
copy them in your notebook.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:-

Make more sentences using your ideas and copy them in your notebook.

Day:-22
1. Title:- Let's speak

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Uses preposition like before /after etc.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Where is …….?

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Look, listen and repeat.

5. Practice:Observe the pictures and answer the questions.

Where is the girl sitting?

Where are the birds?

Where is the man standing?

Where is the boy sitting?

Where is the duck?

Where are the butterflies?

Where is the car parked?

Where is the girl?

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:-

Practice question and answer using the picture.

Day:- 23
1. Title:-Giving self-information.

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):


Speaks about themselves
Uses pronouns related to gender like his/her,
he/she/it and other pronoun like this/that….

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Let’s speak
My brother/sister/mother/father/……….
What’s your …………. name?
My …………. name is….

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Students repeat and learn the new words and sentence structure.
A:- What’s your mother’s name?
B:- My mother’s name is………
5. Practice:Ask your friends the names of their relatives, friends, neighbour, teacher,
doctor….
6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Drag the family members in the house.

Day:- 24
1. Title:- Conversation between friends.

2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Participate in short conversations.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Form pairs and speak.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Listen carefully, repeat and remember.
Teacher gives demo for each conversation.
5. Practice:Use following action words and practise the conversation.

Read, write, dance, paint, sing, drawing a cat
6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Complete the sentence using different action words.
 Birds can…………….
 Frogs can……………..
 Dogs can…………….
 Fish can………………
 Bunnies can……………

Day:- 25
1. Title:-Let’s count.
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Identifies and tells numbers up to 20.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Read the numbers and remember.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Look, listen and learn.

5. Practice:Read and match the words with the number.

fourteentwelve
nineteenelevensix
teenthirteen
twentyfifteeneight
eenseventeen

11

12

13

14

1
5

1
6

17

1
8

19

20

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Read the numbers and draw the balls.
12

16

14

19

20

15

18

17

11

13

Day:-26
1. Title:-World of shapes.
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Identifies different shapes, sizes, colours, weight, texture …
3. Learning Activity/Experience:Read and learn new words.
oval

circle

square

rectangle

triangle

semicircle

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Look, listen, repeat and learn the shapes.

5. Practice:Match the food with the shape.

oval

circle

square

rectangle

triangle Semicircle

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Use these shapes and form a picture.
ex-

Day-27
1.

Title:-Let’s speak.

2.

Learning Outcome(s)/Competency
Statement(s):Uses stock of expressions in face to face interactions and the classroom or
in the surroundings.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Listen, repeat and speak-

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:A:- I want to play Kho- Kho.
B:- All right, as you wish.
A:- Let’s play.

5. Practice:Repeat the above conversation using the names of following games.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Guess the name of the game.

Day:-28
1. Title:-Story time.
2. Learning Outcome(s)/Competency Statement(s):Narrates story with the help of pictures or clue.
3. Learning Activity/Experience:Narrate story with the help of given picture.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher shows pictures, describes it and narrates the story in English and
mother tongue.

5. Practice:Students describe pictures and narrate the story in mother tongue.
Student’s uses following English words while narrating story in mother tongue.

elephant

monkey

Owl

fight

strong

quick

better

cross

river

water

deep

jump

mango

sweet

ripe

yellow

forgot

friends

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Draw the picture of elephant.

Day-29
1.

Title:-Story time.

2.

Learning Outcome(s)/Competency
Statement(s):-

Understands sequences of stories and events.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Listen to the stories and humorous incidents and interact and respond in
English or in home language.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher tells the story ‘The Lion and the Mouse’ and asks simple questions.
Look at the pictures in your text book and answer the questions.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Who is sleeping?
Who is playing nearby?
Who is big?
Who is small?
Who caught in a net?

5. Practice:Listen and say if it is true or false.








A lion was sleeping.
A mouse was playing nearby.
The lion was angry.
The mouse frightened.
The mouse set the lion free.
The mouse is big.
The lion is small.

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Arrange the pictures in sequence.

Day-30
1.

Title:-Activity time.

2.

Learning Outcome(s)/Competency
Statement(s):Listen for various purposes.

3. Learning Activity/Experience:Look, listen and do.

4. Solved Activity/ Demo:Teacher gives demo and directions. Students follow it and make a cap.

5. Practice:-Listen, repeat and use the following words for giving
Instruction

take

fold
centre

open
corner

second

close

flap

edge

6. Extension Activity/ Parallel Activity/ Reinforcement:Arrange the activity in sequence.

